
Your Partner in Therapeutic 
Antibody Discovery 
& Optimization



About Us

AbCheck discovers and optimizes human therapeutic 
antibodies with one of the industry’s most versatile 
technology platforms which includes in vitro and in vivo 
techniques. 
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Partnering

AbCheck provides you with an integrated approach 
for your discovery and optimization needs.  We deliver 
high-quality drug candidates through discovery colla-
borations or strategic research partnerships based  
on flexible business models, including royalty-free 
agreements.  

Over 40 collaborative projects have validated our versatility and comprehensive discovery and technology driven 
platforms. Many developed antibodies have entered clinical-stage programs. 

Some of Our Partners
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Our Collaborative Approach

Choose the target and provide us with your  
specifications, special needs and profile of your 
target and lead antibodies.
 
We will create a custom workflow and detailed  
program plan for every individual project to deliver 
the ideal drug candidate.
 
AbCheck defines and agrees milestones and time-
lines with you prior to the initiation of the project. 
Communication and weekly updates keep projects 
on track while ensuring maximal transparency. 
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Antibody Discovery
Antibody Optimization

AbCheck utilizes an unique combination of in vitro and  
in vivo technologies as sources for antibody discovery. We 
discover antibodies de novo from animals, or use libraries  
of human antibodies and project-specifically humanized  
libraries cloned from immunized rabbits to identify  
distinctive antibody sequences against our clients‘ targets. 
AbCheck provides two options for the de novo discovery  
of antibodies – by binding and by function.

In a tailored library workflow, AbCheck provides a seamless 
and sophisticated transition between phage and yeast 
display selection strategies. We generate antibodies against 
virtually all targets in scFv, IgG or bi-specific formats.

Our scientific expertise and technology platforms that have 
been refined and advanced over years, deliver a highly  
specific and effective antibodies.

AbCheck will become your partner in the antibody 
optimization, aligning the workflow process with your 
desired product profile and endpoints for your antibody 
and its therapeutic application. 

Our unique technology allows affinity maturation  
of antibodies as well as the removal of biochemical  
and biophysical liabilities. Our method delivers panels 
of sequence variants and reveals valuable information 
on the paratope of your antibody.

We achieve improvement in affinity with optimal 
species cross-reactivity and thermal stability in a single 
process.
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Microfluidics
Functional Sorting

Function-driven discovery.

ANTIBODY DISCOVERY TECHNOLOGY

The novel function-oriented discovery method is the 
fastest and most efficient way to isolate antibodies with 
therapeutically relevant biological functions.

Starting with B cells of immunized rabbits or chickens, 
the method enables the de novo discovery of antibodies 
with agonistic properties, for example against GPCR targets.

We create multi-transgenic sensor cell lines with your GPCR 
targets

We immunize rabbits or chickens according to your preferences 
using proprietary strategies

We screen antibodies secreted by individual plasma cells using 
microfluidics-based functional assays in ultra-high throughput

Principle
of discovery
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Functional 
antibody

Immunization
of animals

Fluorescence-assisted 
sorting

mAb assembly for
recombinant 

expression
Sequencing and 
characterization

Rapid high-throughput 
expression and re-testing 

functionality of cloned 
mAbs

RT-PCR

Sensor cell lines
generation

Encapsulation in 
microfluidic chip

AbCheck´s unique functional sort-
ing technology allows the identifi-
cation of extremely rare antibodies 
with specific biological functions

Functional Sorting Principle
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Microfluidics
Binding

Discovering rare mAb clones.

ANTIBODY DISCOVERY TECHNOLOGY

The high-throughput droplets microfluidics method 
finds rare antibody clones to even difficult targets.

In combination with proprietary immunization protocols 
the method allows discovery of antibodies for difficult 
targets that suffer from low immunogenicity.

We invoke immune responses in alternative species using effec-
tive immunization protocols

We detect rare mAb clones using recombinant antigens on beads 
or overexpressed targets on cells

Principle
of discovery
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Rare binder

AbCheck can find specific binders 
even where others failed

Binding Principle
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Proprietary 
Libraries
Our genetically and conceptually distinct libraries allow for the identification  
of sequence exclusivity and availability. For any antibody format, they can  
be combined with our AbSieve®️ based screening,  AbAccel®️ optimization  
or Rabbit Mass Humanization.

The Naïve Human Antibody Library 

The Naïve Human Antibody Library leverages the power  
of the human immune system by using antibody sequences 
generated in vivo. Sequences of variable heavy chains are 
taken from the IgM pool of healthy human donors, where 
the highest diversity of antibody sequences can be found. 
The heavy chains are recombined with variable light chains 
in the phage display vector to maximize diversity.

The Human Library delivers high quality  
antibody leads with sub-nanomolar affinities

ANTIBODY DISCOVERY TECHNOLOGY
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Mass Humanized Library 

The Mass Humanized Library is an important part 
of the Rabbit Mass Humanization technology.  
It is specifically cloned for every single project 
from immunized rabbits using human frame-
works. It contains more than ten billion VH/VL 
immunized pairs combining the power of in vivo 
immunization with the best of in vitro  
engineering and in silico computational  
optimization. 

The antibodies of our Mass Humanized Library  
are more than 90% identical to the human germline

The Mass Humanized Library is valuable  
in generating antibodies against difficult targets
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Rabbit Mass 
Humanization

This platform opens the possibility to generate human antibodies starting with  
in vivo immunization of rabbits using proteins, peptides, cDNA or cell lines.

ANTIBODY DISCOVERY TECHNOLOGY

Rabbits produce robust antibodies and show a strong 
immune response even against challenging targets. 
AbCheck’s Rabbit Mass Humanization technology 
provides a new solution for the humanization of entire 
rabbit immune repertoires. Our technique reaches 
a higher degree of similarity to human molecules
compared to classic CDR grafting approaches. 

Rabbit clonal lineage analysis: Rabbit immune repertoire  
can be captured into four selected human scaffolds

Designed diversity in CDR1/2 representing all possible  
humanizations including maximal germlining

CDR-H3 and CDR-L3 diversity are transferred from immunized  
rabbits into the humanization library

Principle
of Design
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The novel mass humanization technology yields 
fully human antibodies with excellent drug-like 
properties in a fast and straightforward workflow

Immunized Rabbits

AbCheck Lead 
Candidate
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AbCheck has repeatedly succeeded 
in identifying highly specific binders 
to challenging targets by using the 
Mass Humanization Library

Lead Candidate

Rabbit Mass Humanization Principle
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AbSieve®️
Antibody Selection

AbSieve®️ is our next-generation antibody selection tool. AbSieve®️ 
includes yeast display of antibodies in IgG or other desired formats.

ANTIBODY DISCOVERY TECHNOLOGY

Yeast display libraries are cloned from sequence pools with 
enriched target-specific diversity, either from immunized 
rabbits, AbAccel®️ optimization libraries or after a few rounds 
of phage display selection.
 
The mechanism of AbSieve®️ will exclude misfolded 
antibodies and enables the selection of high quality stable 
molecules. 

High Throughput Screening 
of Full-length IgG
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AbAccel®️ 
Antibody Optimization

AbAccel®️ is an innovative platform focused on developability that enables 
multi-factor antibody optimization in a single process.

ANTIBODY OPTIMIZATION TECHNOLOGY

Proprietary AbAccel®️ libraries are cloned for existing lead 
candidates and screened for variants with optimized  
affinities and biophysical properties. AbAccel®️ has  
identified optimized antibody candidates that  
demonstrated a more than 100-fold improved affinity,  
while preserving other properties such as species 
cross-reactivity, specificity and stability. 

Lead optimization with AbAccel®️ is based on a propri-
etary algorithm. HCDR3 regions of lead candidates are 
identified and transferred to a compatible VH/VL frame-
work pair with proven performance for GMP production. 

Affinity Maturation & Optimization Principle
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Phone: + 420 378 05 15 00 
Fax: + 420 378 05 15 06

www.abcheckantibodies.com

info@abcheckantibodies.com
bd@abcheckantibodies.com

AbCheck s.r.o.
Vedeckotechnicky park Plzen 
Teslova 3 
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